
Democracy at Work: A Cure for Capitalism's
Ills
Capitalism, the dominant economic system of our time, has been plagued
by a number of systemic problems in recent years. These problems include
rising inequality, wage stagnation, and environmental degradation. Many
people are beginning to question whether capitalism is still the best way to
organize our economy.

One alternative to capitalism is democracy at work. Democracy at work is
an economic system in which workers have a say in the decisions that
affect their workplace. This can take a variety of forms, from employee
ownership to worker cooperatives to profit-sharing plans.

Proponents of democracy at work argue that it can help to solve many of
the problems that plague capitalism. They say that it can reduce inequality,
increase wages, and protect the environment. They also argue that it can
make workplaces more democratic and fulfilling.
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Capitalism is an economic system based on the private ownership of the
means of production. This means that a small number of people own the
factories, businesses, and other resources that are used to produce goods
and services. The rest of us must sell our labor to these owners in order to
survive.

This system has led to a number of problems, including:

Rising inequality: The gap between the rich and the poor has been
growing wider in recent decades. This is due in part to the fact that the
owners of capital have been able to capture an increasing share of the
profits.

Wage stagnation: Wages have not kept pace with inflation in recent
years. This means that many workers are struggling to make ends
meet.

Environmental degradation: The pursuit of profit has led to
widespread environmental degradation. This includes pollution, climate
change, and deforestation.

Democracy at work is an economic system in which workers have a say in
the decisions that affect their workplace. This can take a variety of forms,
including:

Employee ownership: In employee-owned companies, the workers
own the majority of the shares. This gives them a say in how the
company is run and how the profits are distributed.
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Worker cooperatives: Worker cooperatives are businesses that are
owned and operated by the workers themselves. This gives them
complete control over the company and its profits.

Profit-sharing plans: Profit-sharing plans allow workers to share in
the profits of the company. This gives them a stake in the company's
success and can help to reduce inequality.

Proponents of democracy at work argue that it can help to solve many of
the problems that plague capitalism. They say that it can:

Reduce inequality: By giving workers a say in how profits are
distributed, democracy at work can help to reduce inequality.

Increase wages: By giving workers a stake in the company's success,
democracy at work can help to increase wages.

Protect the environment: By giving workers a say in the decisions
that affect their workplace, democracy at work can help to protect the
environment.

Make workplaces more democratic and fulfilling: By giving workers
a voice in how their workplace is run, democracy at work can make
workplaces more democratic and fulfilling.

Democracy at work is a promising alternative to capitalism. It can help to
reduce inequality, increase wages, protect the environment, and make
workplaces more democratic and fulfilling. As we face the challenges of the
21st century, democracy at work is an idea that deserves serious
consideration.

The Democracy at Work Institute: http://www.democracyatwork.info/



The Employee Ownership Association: http://www.eoa.org/

The National Cooperative Business Association: http://www.ncba.coop/
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The Race to Control Cyberspace: Bill Gates's
Plan for a Digital Divide
Bill Gates has a vision for the future of the internet. In his book, The Road
Ahead, he argues that the internet will become increasingly important...
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My 40 Year Career On Screen And Behind The
Camera
I've been working in the entertainment industry for over 40 years, and in
that time I've had the opportunity to work on both sides of the camera.
I've...
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